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SUMMARY

This paper discussesan evaluationof fully stresseddesign proceduresfor
sizinghighly redundantstructuresincludingstructuresmade of composite
materials. The evaluationis carriedout by sizingthree structures: a simple
box beam of either compositeor metal construction;a low aspect ratio titanium
wing; and a titaniumarrow wing for a conceptualsupersoniccruise aircraft.
All three structuresare sized by ordinaryfully-stresseddesign (FSD) and
thermalfully stresseddesign (TFSD)for combinedmechanicaland thermal
loads. Where possible,designsare checkedby applyingrigorousmathematical
programingtechniquesto the structures. It is found that FSD and TFSD produce
optimumdesignsfor the metal box beam, but producehighly non-optimumdesigns
for the compositebox beam. Resultsfrom the delta wing and arrow wing
indicatethat FSD and TFSD exhibit slow convergencefor highly redundantmetal
structures. Further,TFSD exhibits slow oscillatoryconvergencebehaviorfor
the arrow wing for very high temperatures. In all cases where FSD and TFSD
performpoorlyeither in obtainingnon-optimumdesignsor in convergingslowly,
the assumptionson which the algorithmsare based are grosslyviolated. The
use of scaling,however, is found to be very effectivein obtainingfast
convergenceand efficientlyproduces safe designseven for those cases when FSD
and TFSD alone are ineffective.

INTRODUCTION

Probablythe most widely-usedapproachfor sizingof flight structures
subjectedto strengthand minimumgage constraintsis fully stresseddesign
(FSD). In this method, structuralelementresizingis based on the ratio of
calculatedstressto allowablestress. The FSD proceduretraditionallyis used
to obtain,at reasonablecomputationalcost, designswhich, if not at minimum
mass, are at least acceptablyclose to minimummass (refs.1-5). Recently,
thermalstresseshave been accountedfor in a variantof FSD denotedTFSD
(thermalfully stresseddesign)which overcomesmany of the shortcomingsof FSD
when thermalstressesare comparablein magnitudeto the mechanicalstresses
(refs.6-8).

The FSD and TFSD procedureshave been establishedfor a varietyof
structuralfinite elementsand have been incorporatedinto general-purpose
structuralsizingcomputer programs(refs.9-11). Additionally,the successof
FSD has aided the developmentof optimalitycriteriontechniquesin that some
recursiveformulasused in that more rigorousapproachare based on FSD (ref.
12). Most of the use of FSD and TFSD has been for moderatelyredundantmetal
structures. There is a temptationto apply these methodsto a more general
class of structures. It has been shown for simpleexamples,however, that FSD
can producehighly non-optimumdesignsfor structurescomposedof several
differentmaterialsor structureshavinga high degree of redundancy(ref 13).



The objectiveof the presentpaper is to furtherassess the
appropriatenessof FSD proceduresthroughstudiesof redundantwing structures
composedof isotropicand non-isotropic(i.e.,composite)materials. Three
finiteelementmodeled structuresare used to performthe evaluation: a
rectangularbox beam of either aluminumor graphite/polyimideconstruction,a
low-aspect-ratiotitaniumdelta wing and a titaniumarrow wing for a conceptual
supersoniccruiseaircraft (SCR). The model for the delta wing is coarse and
is intendedas a demonstrationof the methodology. The model for the arrow
wing is more refinedand is intendedfor use in preliminarydesign studies.
Final designsobtainedby FSD for the first two structuresare checked by
applyingrigorousmathematicalprogramingtechniquesto the structures. For
all three examples,performanceof FSD and TFSD is also evaluatedby studying
the convergencebehaviorof the methods. As part of this evaluation,the
usefulnessof scalingcombinedwith FSD is investigatedespeciallyfor those
cases where FSD and TFSD exhibit extremelyslow convergence.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = area of a bar element

b = 2OxTaxM+ 2_yTOyM_OxTOyM _ _yTaxM + 6axyTaxyM

thermal-mechanicalcouplingterm

E1,E2 = Young'smodulus in fiber and transversedirections

F1 = 1/XT + 1/XC

F2 = 1/YT + 1/YC

Fll = -1/XTXC

F22 = -1/YTY C

F66 = I/S 2

G = shear modulus

Nx,Ny,Nxy = forces per unit length

P = pressure

S = shear strength

T = temperature

t = membrane thickness

V = (_ + o_ - axay + 3a_y)I/2, Von Mises stress

XT,XC = tensile and compressive strengths in fiber direction
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YT,Yc = tensile and compressive strengths in transverse
direction

_i,_2 = coefficients of thermal expansion in fiber and transverse
directions

Ox,Oy,axy = stress components

o = uniaxialstress

Subscripts

a = allowable

i = iteration number

M = mechanical

T = thermal

REVIEWOF FSD ANDTFSD

In the method of fully stressed design (FSD) for uniaxial elements, the
basis for structural resizing is the ratio of the total stress (mechanical plus
thermal) to the allowable stress and is predicated on the assumption that the
force in each member is constant during resizing. The FSD algorithm is given
by

qMi + °Ti
- Ai (1)

Ai+1 _a

In equation(1),oM is the stress due to mechanicalloads acting alone,OT
is the stressdue to thermalloads actingalone, anda is either the tensile• a
or compressiveallowablestress,dependlngon the sign of the total stress as
given by the numerator.

The basis for the thermalfully stresseddesign (TFSD)algorithm (ref.6)
is that during resizingthe thermalstress and the mechanicalforce each remain
constant.The TFSD resizingalgorithmfor uniaxialstressmembers from
reference7 is

OMi
- a (2)

Ai+l _a - _Ti i



where oa is either the tensileor compressiveallowablestress,dependingon
the sign of oM. FSD and TFSD sizing formulasfor isotropic,orthotropicand
compositemembraneelementshave also been developed(see refs. 6-8) and are
summarizedin table 1. The fully-stressedconditionsfor isotropicand
nonisotropicmembranesare definedby the Von Mises and Tsai-Wu (ref. 14)
failuretheories,respectively.

An alternateand conservativeapproachsometimesused (e.g., ref. 15) in
designingfor combinedthermaland mechanicalstress is to sum thermal and
mechanicalstresses in a sizing formulaonly if these stresseshave the same
sign (i.e.compensatingeffects are neglected). This approachhas not been
implementedin the presentwork.

THE PARSPROGRAM

PARS (Program for Analysis and Resizing of Structures, ref. 16) was
developed for obtaining minimum mass designs of structures modeled by finite
elements. It can be used for flutter analysis, calculation of derivatives of
stress, displacements, and flutter speeds with respect to structural
parameters, and for resizing structures subject to stress, displacement and
flutter constraints. PARShas both a mathematical programing algorithm based
on an extended interior penalty function approach (ref. 17) and FSD/TFSD
algorithms. PARSuses the SPAR (ref. 18) finite element structural analysis
program and like SPAR, it is composed of a number of individual processors that
communicate through a data base. The individual processors can be called in
sequence by the user to perform analysis, sensitivity and resizing operations.
Automatic looping procedures are also available which enable the user to direct
PARSto perform a specified number of resizing operations. In the application
to the delta wing and the arrow wing, the automatic looping system was used for
10-25 iterations at a time.

EVALUATIONOF FSDAND TFSDFORBOX BEAM

The applicability of FSD and TFSDto composite structures is investigated
by calculations for the box beam shown in figure 1 and described in detail in
references 8 and 19. Calculations are carried out for a graphite/polyimide box
beam, and for reference purposes for an aluminum box beam, using a computer
program incorporating the FSD and TFSDalgorithms as well as mathematical
programing techniques using the AESOPoptimization program (ref. 20).
Finite-element methods using standard rod elements and the "TRIM 6" (ref. 21)
triangular membraneelements were used for the analysis, with the upper and
lower covers modeled with membranes and the interior structure modeled with
trusses to represent shear panels. The box beam is built-in at the root. The
loads consist of in-plane forces, normal pressure applied to the upper and
lower covers, as well as applied temperatures.* The aluminum box beam is
designed for the case of a temperature gradient through the depth of the

_Plate bending and buckling due to pressure loads are both neglected in the
analysis
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structure,while the graphitepolyimidebox beam is designed for both a uniform
te_nperatureand a temperaturegradientthroughthe depth. The loads are
sulmlarizedin Table 2, and the materialpropertiesare given in Table 3. The
bars in the graphite/polyimidebox beam are assigneduniaxialproperties
correspondingto the fiber directionof the composite(i.e. E = E1 and _ =
XT or Xc). The finite-elementmodel of the structureconsistsof 68 bar_, 8
membranes,and 30 grid points (fig.2). A design variableis assignedto each
membranethicknessand rod cross sectionalarea, In the compositemodel, each
ply is modeledby a separatemembrane element. The followingminimum gage
valueswere used: for the aluminumwing bRx-thicknessO.06cm (0.025 in.) and
rod cross sectionalareas 1.72cm_ (0.267inL);for the compositewinq box the
thiRkness0.0076cm (0.003in.) and rod cross sectionalarea 1.03 cmI-(0.160
in.t).

Convergenceof FSD and TFSD for the aluminumbox beam is shown in figure
3. Both FSD and TFSD converge rapidlyas might be expectedwith TFSD
convergingfasterthan FSD primarilydue to the faster convergenceof the
membraneelementswhich have large thermalstresses. Convergencebehaviorfor
the graphitepolyimidebox beamwith uniformand nonuniformtemperatureis
shown in figures4 and 5 respectively. Both FSD and TFSD convergemuch more
slowly for the compositematerialthan for the metal, due to the high
redundancyof the compositeskin. The final design for the non uniform
temperaturecase (fig.5) has less mass than the designfor uniformtemperature
(fig. 4). This result is attributedto the fact that the low temperatureon
the top surfaceis associatedwith higher allowablestresses.

The optimalityof the final designsproducedby FSD and TFSD is evaluated
by comparisonswith designsfrom a mathematicalprogramingapproach (ref. 20).
To keep the mathematicalprogramingpreblemto a manageablesize, comparisons
are based on designswhere only the skin (membrane)elementsare sized. The
comparisonsare given in Tables 4, 5 and 6. As indicatedin Table 4, designs
for the aluminumbox beam by FSD, TFSD and mathematicalprogramingare
identical. For the compositebox beam (Tables5 and 6), FSD and TFSD obtained
the same design but the designswere differentfrom the designsfrom
mathematicalprograming(about12 percentheavierfor the uniformtemperature
case and about 6 percentheavierfor the non-uniformtemperaturecase).
Typically,the convergedmathematicalprogramingdesignswere obtainedafter
60-80 resizingsteps.

The non-optimalityof the compositebox beam designs,especiallyfor the
uniformtemperaturecase, prompteda furtherstudy of this structure--namelyto
determinethe effectof the magnitudeof temperatureloadingon the optimality
of FSD-produceddesigns. In this study,comparisonsbetweendesignsfrom FSD
and mathematicalprogramingwere made for uniformtemperaturerises ranging
betweenOK and 167K (OOF and 300OF). Resultsof this study are presentedin
Table 7 and figure 6 and indicatethat FSD and TFSD producedextremelynon
optimumdesignsfor small thermal loads. In these cases, when FSD was started
close to the optimumdesign the optimumfinal designwas obtained. An
explanationofferedfor this behavioris that for low temperaturesthere is
more than one fully stresseddesign. One of these (obtainedby mathematical
programing)is optimumand the other (whichis much differentfrom the first)
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is reachedby FSD when startedat an arbitraryinitialdesign. Further, the
FSD design is not even a local minimumsince the mathematicalprograming
proceduredid not producethis designwhen startedclose to it. For higher
temperatures,the fully stresseddesignsare assumedto coalescesince FSD
obtainsthe optimumdesign.

It is noted from Tables 5 and 6 that there are large differencesin
thicknessesof adjacentelementsin the compositedesigns. These are, in part,
due to the coarse model used in the calculations. Nontheless,it is expected
that the trends shown in Table 7 and figure 6 remain valid for more refined
models.

EVALUATIONOF FSDANDTFSDFORDELTAWING

A titanium delta wing was chosen as an example of a low aspect ratio wing
structure to further evaluate FSDand TFSDfor redundant metal structures. A
SPARfinite element model of the wing (shown in figure 7) includes 51
membranes, 49 shear panels, 31 rod elements, and 76 grid points. The following
minimum gages were used: membrane thickness 0.051 cm (0.02 in.}, shear panel
thickness 0.0762cm (0.03 in.), and rod areas 0.645cm2 (0.I0 in.Z). The model
is shown in figure 7. Due to symmetry only the upper half of the wing is
modeled. Complete details of the finite element mode_ are given in reference
22. The wing is subjected to an air load of 6895 N/M_ (I.0 psi) and a set of
applied temperatures given in Table 8. The designs by FSD, TFSD, and
mathematical programing are obtained by use of the PARScomputer program (ref.
I0).

The first calculation deals with optimizing only the membrane elements of
the wing while the remaining elements have fixed sizes. As a result there are
51 design variables in the problem. Convergence of FSD and TFSD is shown in
figure 8. Both methods converge rapidly (FSD requires 4 iterations to converge
to within 5 percent of the final mass and TFSDrequires 2 iterations) and the
final mass agrees closely with the mass obtained by the mathematical programing
option in PARS. The mathematical programing design was obtained in 20
iterations.

To bring out the effect of redundancy on the performance of FSD, the same
wing was designed with all elements being sized (resulting in 131 design
variables). Temperature loads were omitted. As shown in figure 9, convergence
was much slower than in the previous case where only the skin was sized.
Evidently, the high redundancy of the internal structure slows down the
convergence of the FSD procedure. The type of slow convergence displayed in
this example may often be alleviated by the use of scaling. In this approach
after each FSD iteration all structural sizes are multiplied by the maximum
stress ratio. Application of scaling to the present problem leads to the
dashed curve in figure 9. Because each of the scaled designs has a maximum
stress ratio of 1.0 it is possible to terminate the design process after a
small number of iterations and obtain a safe design close to optimum mass with
a reasonable computational effort. In this example, only five iterations are
required to obtain a design having a mass within three percent of the converged
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design. At this same iteration, FSDwithout scaling produces a design which is
within five percent of the final mass but has elements which are overstressed
by about eight percent. Additional illustrations of scaling are included in
the next example.

EVALUATIONOF FSDANDTFSDFORSCRWING

Model Definition and Loads

An arrow wing for a conceptual supersonic cruise aircraft (SCR) was used
as an example of a complex highly-redundant metal structure. The SPARfinite
element model of the titanium structure (described in detail in ref. 23) is
shown in figure i0. The model is composed of quadrilateral and triangular
membraneelements for the skin, with shear panels and rod elements for the
internal structure. The model has 753 grid points and 2369 elements. There
are 334 design variables assigned to the membraneelement thicknesses, 384
design variables assigned to the shear panel thicknesses and 25 design
variables assigned to the rod cross-sectional areas. Minimum gages were as

follows: membrane thicknesses 0.0762cm (0.03 in):(Oshear panel thicknesses0.032 cm (0.0124 in.), and rod areas 0.645 cm2 I0 in.2). The finite elements
used to model the fuselage are not sized. Five load cases summarized in Table
9 are considered. In the first four cases the mechanical loads are augmented
by temperatures (from ref. 24) given in figure II.

Results and Discussion

The arrow wing model was sized for mechanical and thermal loads using the
FSDand TFSDprocedures in PARS. Additionally, the wing with only mechanical
loads was sized by FSD. Results are shown in figure 12. The slow convergence
of FSDand TFSDexhibited in the delta wing example is even more evident in
this example. Because of the cost of the analysis (about 570 CPUsac* per
iteration) the process was terminated after 25 iterations. At the 25th
iteration, the mass was still increasing and the maximumstress ratio was about
1.05. Thermal stresses in this problem were small and had little effect on the
design process as evidenced by the closeness of the curves for FSDwith and
without temperature loads. Consistently, there was little difference in the
convergence behavior of FSDand TFSD. As was the case for the delta wing,
scaling provides a way of terminating the design process after a few iterations
while providing a reasonable design. In this example, six scaling iterations
give a design having a mass within three percent of the mass at iteration 25.

A second set of design calculations was carried out for the arrow wing to
determine the effects of extremely high thermal stresses on the performance of
FSD and TFSDfor a highly redundant problem. In this example, the temperatures
at points on the wing in the vicinity of the engines were prescribed to have
(admittedly unrealistically high) temperatures of 811K (IO00°F), while the

_Time is for the Langley Research Center Cyber 173 computer using the NOS1.2
operating system.



remaining temperatures and mechanical loads were unchanged. Results of the
calculations are shown in figure 13. The behavior of FSD is not significantly
affected by the higher temperatures. The TFSDbehavior is drastically affected
as it experiences large oscillations in mass which are damped very slowly. The
oscillations result from the simultaneous occurance of several conditions in
certain critical shear panel elements: (I) the thermal stresses are close to
or exceed the allowable stresses; (2) the thermal and mechanical stresses have
opposite signs; (3) the structure is highly redundant. With reference to
figure 13 and equation (2), the iteration history begins with a minimum gage
structure in which both the mechanical and thermal stresses are large. During
iterations 1-5 the structural elements are increased in size until at iteration
5 the mechanical stresses are reduced substantially and excessively. At
iteration 5, some thermal stresses exceed the allowable stresses and the
compensating mechanical stresses are so small that the total stress exceeds the
allowable stress. Thus, TFSDincreases the compensating mechanical stress by
large decreases in structural sizes in iterations 6 and 7. At iteration 7 the
mechanical stresses are again too large and structural size increases are
called for. Ordinarily this pattern of osciallation (if it occurred at all)
would be quickly damped and the procedure would converge. In the present case
damping is slow because of the unusual conditions cited previously and the
oscillations continue with low damping.

Finally, FSDwith scaling is found to be effective for this problem as
indicated by the dashed-dot curve in figure 13. After nine iterations of FSD
with scaling, a feasible design is produced which has 3 percent more mass than
the design at the 25th iteration (where tile design appears to be essentially
converged). Using FSD without scaling, the design, after nine iterations, has
a mass which is 7 percent higher than the mass at iteration 25 and has elements
overstressed by over 18 percent.

It is concluded from tile examples herein that FSD and TFSDmay display
poor performance when applied to structures having high redundancy, composite
materials and excessively high thermal stresses. This result should not be
surprising since FSD and TFSDare based on assumptions which exclude the
conditions cited. The use of an appropriate scaling strategy, however, can be
used to extend the applicability of FSD and TFSDto structures for which FSD
and TFSDare otherwise inapplicable.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

This paper discusses application of fully stressed design procedures to
redundant structures and structures composed of nonisotropic materials
including composites. Evaluations are carried out by applications to sizing
three structures: a simple box beamwith either composite or metal
construction; a low aspect ratio titanium delta wing; and titanium arrow wing
for a conceptual supersonic cruise aircraft. All three structures are sized by
ordinary fully-stressed design (FSD) and thermal fully stressed design (TFSD)
for combined mechanical and thermal loads. Where possible (for the box beam
and the delta wing), designs are checked by applying mathematical programing
techniques to the structures.
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It is found from the box beam examples that use of FSDand TFSDfor a
composite structure may yield highly non-optimum designs. Conversely, for the
metal box beam, FSD and TFSD computed designs are very close to optimum. It is
suggested that the poor performance for the composite case stems from the
redundancy and anisotropy of the composite construction.

Results from the delta wing example indicate that FSD and TFSDexhibit
" slow convergence for highly redundant metal structures. Specifically, for the

less redundant case when only the skin elements of the wing are sized,
. convergence to within 3 percent of the final mass is achieved in 2 TFSD steps

and 4 FSD steps and close agreement with the optimum design from mathematical
programing is obtained. Whenthe entire wing including the internal structure
is sized, twenty-five iterations are required for convergence. On the positive
side, the use of scaling is very effective in improving convergence of the
delta wing design (five iterations produce a design having only 3 percent more
mass than the converged design).

Results from the arrow wing example again demonstrate the slow convergence
of FSD and TFSDfor a highly redundant metal structure. Both procedures are
terminated (due to cost considerations) after 25 iterations while far from
convergence. Scaling again is quite useful - in only 6 iterations producing a
design in which all stresses are acceptable and the mass is the same as that at
iteration 25 without scaling. Whenthe arrow wing is sized for the case of
excessively high temperatures at certain points on the structure, erratic
convergence of TFSDis observed. This is due to the presence of extremely
large thermal stresses and the high redundancy of the structure. Stress ratio
scaling is found to alleviate the poor convergence even for this high
temperature case.

In all cases where FSD and TFSDperform poorly either in obtaining
non-optimum designs or in converging slowly, the assumptions on which the
algorithms are based are grossly violated. The above findings would indicate
that judgement should be used in the application of these techniques to highly
redundant and/or anisotropic structures particularly fiber reinforced
composites. The results also indicate that scaling is a useful technique which
is often able to produce satisfactory designs even for the most challenging
situations.
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TABLE 1. - FSD and TFSDAlgorithms For Various Structural Elements

iEl ement
Type FSD TFSD

Bar Ai+l - °M+°T Ai+l - °M
Ai oa Ai Oa - oT

- 2 IL2
Isotropic ti+l _ Vi ti+l _ b b2 VM

Membrane t i oa t i 2(a2._2 + +a T) 4(°2 v2_2 2-V2a- T' °a T

Composite ti+l _ B (_) 2 1/2 ti+ I B +Lamina t 2 + + C _ m DmT +
or i - - ti 2(I-F T)

Orthotropic _ -I/2

Membrane _m + DmT_2 Cm
+ \2(I-FTV + I-F----T

V = [ch2 + o22.- OlO2 + 3o122]I/2 F1 = I/XT + I/Xc

b = 2O1TO1M+ 2O2TO2M- O1TO2M F2 = i/YT + i/Yc

- O1MO2T+ 6O12TO12M

F = B + C Fll = -I/XTXc

B = FloI + F2o2 F22 = -1/YTyc

C = F11_12 + F22o22 + F66o122 F66 = 1/S2

DmT = 2FIIOlMOlT+ 2F22o2MO2T ("0 for composite
F12 =

+ 2F66012M°12T Fll otherwise

\
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TABLE2. - Mechanical and Thermal Loads on Box Beam

(a) Mechanical Loads

m

Upper Lower
Surface Surface

kN/m -58.8 - 700
Nx

I bf/i n -336 -4000

kN/m -210 228

Ny
Ibf/i n -I 200 1300

kN/m 92 22.4

Nxy
I bf/i n 528 128

Pa 276 6895
P

psi .04 1.0

(b) Temperatures

Description ATupper ATlower

Aluminum with K 61 153
Temperature Gradient °F II0 275

Graphite/Polyimide K III Iii
Uniform Temperature °F 200 200

Graphite/Polyimide K - 56 iii
Temperature Gradient °F -100 200
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Table 3. - Material Properties Used in Box BeamAnalysis

Graphi te/polyimJ de A1uminum

Property RT 533K(500°F) RT 450K(350°F)

El
GPa 133 133 73.0 69.6
psi 19.3x106 19.3x106 I0.6x106 lO.ixlO 6

E2
GPa 9.10 4.14 ......
psi 1.32x106 0.6x106

_12 0.37 0.51 0.33 0.33

GI2
GPa 5.58 4.41
psi O.81xlO 6 0.64xi06 ... moe

K-i -0.63xi 0-6 O.144xi 0-6 22.77xi 0-6 24.8xl 0-6
°F-I -0.38xi 0-6 O.08x10-6 12.65xi 0-6 13.8xl 0-6

_2K-I 27. Oxl0-6 45. Oxl0-6
°F-I 15.0x10 -6 25.0x10 -6 ... eoe

XTGPa 1.08 1.02 O.400 O.320
psi 157,400 147,300 58,000 46,400

XCMPa -867 -450 -400. -300.
psi - 125,800 -65,200 - 58,000 -43,500

YTMPa 16.5 6.62
psi 2390 960 ......

YCMPa -109 -87.8
psi -15,790 -12,730 ......

S
MPa 93.8 53.1
psi 13,600 7700 ......

P kg/m3 1550 2800
Ibm/in. 3 0.056 0.I01
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Table 4. - Final Design* of Aluminum Box BeamSkin for AT)upper = 61K
(IIO°F), AT)lower = 153K (275°F).

Element Thickness Element Thickness
Number Number

cm in cm in
, =

I 0.0635 0.025 5 0.2116 0.0833

2 0.0635 0.025 6 0.2520 0.0992

3 0.0635 0.025 7 0.2332 0.0918

4 0.0635 0.025 8 0.2360 0.0929

Total Mass = 105 kg (232 Ibm)

*FSD, TFSDand Math Programing Produce Identical Designs
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Table 5. - Comparison of FSD/TFSDand Math Programing Results for
Graphite/Polyimide Box BeamSkin With AT = IIIK (200°F)

Ply Thickness for Triangle -

1 2 3 4

Ply FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math
Angle TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program

0° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003

45° ,0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0097 .0076 .0076
.003 ,003 .003 .003 .003 .0038 .003 .003

-45 ° .0127 .0137 .0142 .0152 .0157 ,0150 .0140 ,0147
.0050 ,0054 ,0056 ,0060 .0062 ,0059 ,0055 ,0058

90° .0076 .0076 .0076 ,0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003

5 6 7 8

Ply FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math
Angle TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program

0° .0754 .0709 .7021 .5410 .1311 .1219 .2916 .2500
.0297 .0279 .2764 .2130 .0516 0476 .1148 .0984

45° .0076 .0079 .0076 .0109 .0076 .0086 .0076 .0945
.003 .0031 .003 0043 .003 .0034 .003 .0372

-45 ° .0076 .0102 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076
.003 .0040 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003

90° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0102 .0076 .0079 ,0076 .0079
.003 .003 .003 .0040 .003 .0031 .003 .0031

Top Entry (cm.)
Lower Entry (in.)

FSD/TFSD Mass = 59 kg (129 Ibm) °

Math Programing Mass = 52 kg (115 Ibm)
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Table 6. - Comparisonof FSD/TFSDand Math ProgramingResults for

Graphite/PolyimideBox Beam Skin Tupper = -55K (-IO0°F),
Tlower = 111K (200°F)

Ply Thicknessfor Triangle-

1 2 3 4

Ply FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math
Angle TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program

0° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003

45° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0084 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076
.003 .003 .003 .0033 .003 .003 .003 .003

-45° .0209 .0211 .0241 .0236 .0340 .0323 .0193 .0213
.0082 .0083 .0095 .0093 .0134 .0127 .0076 .0084

90° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003

5 6 7 8

Ply FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math FSD/ Math
Angle TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program TFSD Program

0° .0980 .0962 .4966 .4714 .1453 .1372 .2756 .1956
.0386 .0379 .1955 .1856 .0572 .0540 .I085 .0770

45° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0086 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0096
.003 .003 .003 .0034 .003 .003 .003 .0038

-45° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003

90° .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0076 .0096
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .0038

Top Entry (cm.)
Lower Entry (in.)

FSD/TFSD Mass = 54 kg (119Ibm)

Math ProgramingMass = 51 kg (If2Ibm)
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Table 7. - Effect of Uniform Applied Temperature on Comparison of Final
Mass From FSD and Math Programing for Graphite/Polyimide Box
BeamSkin.

Temperature, AT Mass

FSD/TFSD Math Prograining
K OF -

kg Ibm kg Ibm

0 0 380 836 69 151

28 50 292 644 64 141

55 I00 205 453 55 122

83 150 122 268 54.9 121

III 200 59 129 52 115

139 250 34 74 30.4 67

167 300 30 65 30 65
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Table 8. - Delta Wing Temperatures

Point T(K) T(°F) Point T(K) T(°F)

I 475 395 39 469 385
2 475 395 40 469 385
3 475 395 41 469 385
4 469 385 42 458 365
5 469 385 43 458 365
6 455 360 44 458 365
7 455 360 45 458 365
8 467 380 46 467 380
9 467 380 47 467 380
10 467 380 48 467 380
11 467 380 49 467 380
12 467 380 50 467 380
13 467 380 51 467 380
14 480 405 52 480 405
15 480 405 53 480 405
16 467 380 54 467 380
17 467 380 55 467 380
18 467 380 56 467 380
19 467 380 57 467 380
20 478 400 58 483 410
21 478 400 59 483 410
22 464 376 60 472 390
23 464 376 61 472 390
24 464 376 62 472 390
25 480 405 63 483 410
26 469 385 64 475 395
27 469 385 65 475 395
28 469 385 66 475 395
29 478 400 67 482 407
30 480 404 68 483 410
31 480 404 69 483 410
32 469 385 70 475 395
33 469 385 71 475 395
34 480 405 72 486 415
35 480 405 73 486 415
36 469 385 74 476 397
37 478 400 75 486 415
38 478 400 76 486 415
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Table 9. - Definitionof the LoadingCases for SCR Arrow Wing

Load Altitude Gross Fuel
Load Case Factor Mach m. (ft) Mass Mass Remarks

(g) No. kg (Ibm) kg (Ibm)

18 288 313 626 127 212
Cruise l.O 2.7

(60 000) (691545) (280 503)

10 668 340 823 154 410 Symmetric
Maneuver 2.5 1.2 Pull-up

I (35 000) (751 514) (340 473)

Support on
345 578 158 654 the nose

Taxi -2.0 0 0 and main
(762000) (349 833) gear. no

aerodynamic
lift

6553 218 287 31 163 Low-mass
Maneuver 2.5 l.2 maneuver

II (21,500) (480 807) (68640)

45 218 287 31 163
Maneuver 1.0 0.24 Landing

III (150) (480 807) (68640) approach

20
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Loads on upper suIface

,
[O/±45/90]

Loads on lower surface

Figure 1.- Box beam model used to illustrate FSD and TFSD techniques.
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Figure 2. - Finite element model of box beam.
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500- Initial design (not shown)

Bars: 140 kg (309 lbm)

200 - Membranes: 1162 kg (2560 Ibm)
Total: 1302 kg (2869 Ibm)

400 --
FSD

| T FSD

150 - \

\ Finalmass 105kg (231Ibm)
300 -

-_ _ __/-_Total mass
I00- --................

200
_mbranemass

50 - /-Bar massI00 i

o - I i t i t
0 10 20 30 40 50

Figure3.- ConvergenceofTFSD and FSD foraluminum box beam.

AT upper= 61 K (110U F); AT lower= 153 K (275° F).
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200 -- Initial design (not shown)

Bars: 79 kg (173 lbm)

400 - Membranes: 2600 kg (5734 ibm) -

Total: 2680 kg (5907 ibm)

150 I _-- FSD
300 .I .... TFSD

-_ Finalmass = 60 kg (132ibm)

_ I00 _ 200

50 100 -_VIembran e mass

--_------I_________ _--- ._]__Barmass

o- l I i I i
0 10 20 30 40 50

Iteration number

Figure 4.- Convergence of FSD and TFSD for graphite/polyimide box beam.

AT = 111 K (200 ° F).
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_ 400 -
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Total: 2680 kg (5907 lbm)
150 - FSD

300 -- _ TFSD

Final mass = 54.4 kg (120 lbm)

100 -
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tal mass

Figure 5.- Convergence of FSD and TFSD for graphite/polyimide box beam.

ATuppe r = -56 K (-100 ° F); ATlowe r = 111 K (200° F).
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Figure 6.- Effect of temperature loading on agreement between FSD/TFSD

and math programing for minimum mass of graphite/polyimide box beam.
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Figure 7.- Finite element model of delta wing (top view).
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Figure 8.- Convergence of TFSD and FSD for a heated delta wing

(skin sizing only).
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Figure 9.- Convergence of FSD with and without scaling for unheated delta wing.



Figure 10.- Finite-element model of arrow wing with details of the wing construction.
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Figure 11.- Arrow wing temperature distribution (o F).
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Figure 12.- Convergence of TFSD and FSD for arrow wing model. Temperatures
based on Mach 2.7 cruise.
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Figure 13.- Convergence behavior of TFSD and FSD for arrow wing model.

Temperatures in engine regions = 811 K (1000°F). Remaining temperatures
based on Mach 2.7 cruise.
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